
US investment bank JP Morgan Chase reported a larger than expected
decline in Q2 profits yesterday, signalling the end of the industry's pandemic-
era earnings boom. Banks on Wall Street had been raking in record fees
during the pandemic by working on a flood of mergers and acquisitions,
public listings, and special purpose acquisition companies (SPACs).
The bank opted to suspend its share buybacks, while also building up
reserves for bad loans of $428 million. The actions reflect CEO Jamie Dimon's
increasingly cautious stance. However, he did point to the fact that "the US
economy continues to grow and both the job market and consumer
spending, and their ability to spend, remain healthy".
EPS came in at $2.76 vs analysts forecasts for $2.88, while managed revenue
was at $31.63 billion for the three-month period versus the expected
$31.95b. Profit fell 28% from the same period one year earlier, to $8.65b.
The shares traded roughly 3.5% lower after the release on Thursday, and are
now at their lowest point since November 2020. JP Morgan trades on a
forward P/E of 8.8x and a TTM P/E of 7.8x versus its peer average of 7.6x. The
stock yields a dividend at current levels of 3.7%, with a well-covered payout
ratio of 29% and a strong track record. Analysts are expecting the bank to
grow its earnings at just 6.5% per annum over the next 3 years, vs the
industry 9.6% and broader market 12.8%.
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Market Moves

Equities: All of the main global equity indies have been slightly lower
this week, the VIX has traded up to $26.30. European markets are
actually about 0.9% stronger on Friday morning despite disappointing
Chinese GDP results overnight and political uncertainty in Italy, PM
Mario Draghi has offered his resignation after a split in his coalition.
The market will begin to look to corporate results over the next couple
of weeks for direction, as well as the ECB who will report next Thursday
and the Federal Reserve who will come the following Wednesday. Both
banks are fully expected to increase rates with the size of the hikes the
main question at present. 
25bp is looking the most likely for the ECB and 75bp for the Fed.
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Currencies: The US dollar has paused on Friday, having already rallied this
week. The Dollar Index has pushed to new 20-year highs of 109 - the world's
reserve currency has been supported by the idea that the Fed could
potentially hike by 100bp in under two weeks.
Currencies perceived as riskier, such as the Pound and the Australian dollar,
have been under pressure as negative economic data has weighed on
sentiment.

Looking ahead: After we saw second-quarter Chinese GDP in the early
hours of this morning, the main focus for the rest of the day will firstly be on
earnings releases, but also the US Retail Sales and Consumer Sentiment
data. Before market open in the States this afternoon Wells Fargo,
UnitedHealth Group, BlackRock, Citigroup, US Bancorp, Bank of New York
Mellon, and State Street will all release.
Early next week we will see Q2 results from the likes of Goldman Sachs, Bank
of America, J&J, Netflix, Novartis, Lockheed Martin, and Halliburton. In terms
of economic data next week things will only start to pick up on Wednesday,
when we are due to get the UK and Canadian CPI's for June, followed on
Thursday by the Bank of Japan and European Central Bank.

Energy: Oil prices have fallen this week to their lowest prices since
February, as worries set in about weaker demand if a global recession
takes place. Rate hike uncertainty has also caused volatility for oil
markets, with investors reacting daily to slight changes in Fed rate hike
expectations.
Brent Crude is currently down 6.6% so far this week to $99.80, while
the American 'WTI Crude' is 8% weaker to $96.

Chinese GDP
The world's second biggest economy only narrowly escaped contraction last
quarter as the fallout from President Xi's zero-covid policy hit growth. China's
economy expanded by 0.4% in Q2 compared with one year prior, and against
forecasts for 1.2% and Q1's 4.8%. For years before Covid, the general trend
was around 6-8%, with China then contracting in Q1 2020 and since
rebounding.
This marks China's second-worst quarterly growth figure in 30 years, and
brings H1 growth to 2.5%. Beijing is now expected to miss its target of 5.5%
annual growth for 2022, itself a three-decade low.
31 Chinese cities are currently under full or partial lockdown, affecting 247.5
million people in regions accounting for roughly 17.5% of the nation's
economic activity.


